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THE PROBLEM MD DEFINITION Oj^> TERMS USED
Foreign naval officers have been visiting and
studying in the United States to improve their technical
abilities and to participate in the People-to-People
program. Such a class is conducted at the United States
Navy Supply Corps School in Athens, Georgia where officers
from different parts of the world attend.
Statement of the Problem
Foreign officers come to this country to attend
the United States Navy Supply Corps School and be
instructed in the Navy Supply System of the United States.
The United States desires to get maximiim utilization
from these officers, not only in the field of supply,
but also to increase mutual understanding between our
country, its people, and the different foreign countries
represented. The problem as it exists is: how do we
accomplish the objectives of increasing the supply
competence of these officers and at the same time
increase mutual understanding?
Hypotheses
The following points are advanced as hypotheses:
a. The foreign officers receive the greatest
impression of the United States through the instructor.

This being the case, the instructor should be selected
very carefully, trained, and in addition, have the
following qualifications:
(1) Be an outstanding naval officer.
(2) Be well versed in the technical aspects
of supply.
(3) Have a pleasing and likeable personality
as well as a very strong character.
(4) Possess those qualities that will make
him be accepted by the foreign officers as the
leader of the group,
(5) Believe sincerely in the objectives of
the Foreign Officers Supply Course Class.
(6) Have had at least one tour of duty in a
foreign country and speak at least one foreign
language.
(7) Be well versed with factual information
concerning his country.
b. The importance of proper selection and indoc-
trination of the foreign student will assist the accom-
plishment of the objectives of the Foreign Officers
Supply Course Class. The following concepts should be
followed in the selection of foreign officers:
(1) Knowledge of the English language should
not be the only criterion.

(2) The selection should not be left entirely
to the foreign country,
(3) Monetary reward should not be used for
attracting foreign officers,
(4) The foreign officer should be able to
utilize what has been taught in the United States
upon returning to his country.
c. The curriculum must be fitted to the needs
of the foreign officer and not selected on the sole
decision of the instructor.
d. The grading system must clearly illustrate
the degree of accomplishment,
e. An evaluation system is required to determine
whether or not the objectives of the Foreign Officers




The workload of the instructor is too great
for maximum effectiveness.
g. As a related problem to the above, conflict
exists between instruction in the I'lavy Supply System
and the furtherance of the People-to-People program,
h. To improve the People-to-People program and
help create mutual understanding, more interest must be
shown by United States naval officers towards foreign
officers and the ideal community program must be planned
for foreign officers' participation.
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Imporuance of the Study
At this time, the world is in constant tension
between two different ideological concepts. One faction,
Communism, is represented "by Russia and the countries
behind the Iron Curtain. The other one, Democracy, is
represented by the United States and the x'ree tjorld.
Hot only is military, technical, and economic assistance
necessary between the countries of the iree ¥orld, but
cooperation and mutual understanding is a must if the
I'ree i<orld is to exist.
In these critical times the importance of main-
taining and expanding our efforts on the cultural
front have an urgency comparable to our increased
efforts on political, economic, and military fronts.
As an American student recently returned from the
Middle East remarked, "The proposition of getting
onto common ground is no longer a matter of philan-
thropy. It is a matter of survival. .. .Creating a
new spirit of tolerance, understanding, and
cooperation among the peoples of the world is not
something we should do merely because it is a good
thing, but because we need it to survive and grow."^
The foreign Officers Supply Course Class at the
United States Supply Corps School in Athens, Georgia
offers an opportunity to improve the navy supply systems
of the countries represented which is so necessary for
the defense of the i'ree \Vorld, and to further the mutual
•^United States Department of State, Swords Into
Plowshares (irashington: G-overnment Printing Office, 1952),
p, 38.

understanding between foreign countries and the United
States.
Sources of Data
The data and information for this research paper
was collected from published material, correspondence
between the writer and foreign student advisers, coun-
selors and instructors of foreign students from different
Universities in the United States; and the writer's
experience as the instructor and officer-in-charge of
foreign officers at the United States Kavy Supply Corps
School in Athens, In addition, questionnaires were
submitted to foreign students who had attended the
i'oreign Officers' Supply Course Class in Athens, The
questions submitted to the foreign students included
the following:
a. If you were in a position to select an
officer as an instructor to teach a class liice the one
in Athens, what type of an officer would you select
based on what criteria? By criteria I mean personality,
qualifications, attitude, speaking other languages
besides English, etc.
b. If you were in a position to select an officer
from your Country to attend the foreign Officers Supply
Course Class in Athens, what type of an officer would
you select based on what criteria?
5

c. .^liat was your impression of the United States
before you arrived?
d. ..hat was your impression of the United States
after your departure?
e. How could your tour of duty in the United
States have been improved?
f • Any other remarks you might have.
Preview of Organization
In order for the foreign officers program to be
successful, the correct curriculum must be selected,
the instructor must be an outstanding professional naval
officer in supply matters and he must possess special
attributes. The foreign student must be receptive to
participate fully in the program, not only in the class-
room but outside the classroom. The right people and
activities must be selected to further mutual under-
standing between the foreign students and people of the
United States, Based on these concepts, the v/riter has
discussed each area assigning one chapter to each. In
addition, one chapter has been devoted to a complete
background of the jj'oreign Officers Supply Course Class
and one chapter to concluding remarks.

Definitions of Terms Used
liqulpaf^e . A term applied afloat to certain
categories of portable and semi-portable materials
which, because of their functions, must be aboard In
order that a ship may be ready at all times to carry
out Its mission.
AlloTfance list . A publication developed for each
Individual ship to provide authorized Items of supply
for Installed machinery, equipage, and repair parts
under the cognizance of the Bureau of Ships.
Supply Demand Control Point, A Supply Demand
Control Point, at the time of this irrltlng, is an
Inventory management office assigned the responsibility
of maintaining a dynamic balance between the supply of
and the demand for items in its particular assigned
material area,
H'avv St ck List , A Navy Stock List is an opera-
ting book form catalog of identification data, prices,
and management data published by Supply Demand Control
Points for categories of material assigned to their
control.
Inventory control . Inventory control is the
main principles, practices, and techniques employed by




Navy Supply System . The 'Eavj Supply System may
be considered as that part of the total supply support
system which has to do with the procurement and control
of equipments smaller than "major end items," repair
parts and consumables, and the distribution to the con-
sumer of all required materials, except for ammunition.
Application phase . The application phase pertains
to the three weelcs that Foreign students spend at a
United States naval activity observing the theory learned
in the classroom.
Technical phase . The technical phase pertains
to the classroom work at the United States IJavy Supply
Corps School and the application phase.
The course . The course applies to the technical
phase and the People-to-People program in which the
foreign student participates while in the United States.
Technical supply . Technical supply is the study
of allowance lists and Kavy Stock Lists.
Jb'oreJR-n Student Adviser . A Foreign Student
Adviser is an individual who is formally assigned to a
group of foreign students to stimulate communication
between the students and the community and to serve as
a coordinator of, or consultant to, the community and
the foreign students. In this study the term is used
interchangeably with instructor and Foreign Officers
Supply Course Class Division Officer.
8

Culture . The cultural relations of a people are
those interpersonal relations which involve efforts
toward mutual acquaintance and the mutual understanding
that such acquaintance brings. Any program of cultural
relations is a program of communication. A nation's
culture is the sum total of its achievements; its own





foreign Officers are trained at the llavy Supply-
Corps School under the authority of the Mutual Security-
Pro gram.
The Mutual Security Program encompasses inter-
related military, economic and technical assistance,
which is designed to contribute to the attainment of
the same objective—Free viorld security,^ Included in
the basic components of the Mutual Security Program is
the training of foreign nationals,
I. OBJECTIVES Or THE MILITARY ASSISTAI\[OE
TRAISING PROGRAJJ-i
The objectives of the Military Assistance Training
Program are as follo-ws:
a. Insure proper maintenance, utilization and
operation of Military Assistance Program provided
equipment,
b. Assist in the establishment of self-sufficient
Allied foreign country training programs.
^United States Departments of the Army, the l^avy,
and the Air Force, Military Assistance Prop:ram Informa-
tion and Guidance (Fifth edition) ; (V.'ashington: Govern-
ment Printing Office, I960), p. 10.

c. Assist in the attainment of Allied country
combat effectiveness at the earliest possible time.
d. Assist, as appropriate, in increasing the
skill of Allied foreign country military personnel
to a degree as will permit rapid and ready transition
to more modern equipment.
e. Assist in the accomplishment of responsibil-
ities for maintenance of overseas internal security
as defined in Section 1000 of Department of Defense
Instruction S-2110.20 as revised.
f
.
Create friendship and goodwill for the
United States,
3
II. CRITERIA J'OR SGREEIJING TRAINING PROGRAMS
Based on the stated objectives in the above para-
graph, the following specific screening criteria are
applied for developing, reviei^ilng, and screening Military
Assistance Training Programs:
a. '.."hen it will be in support of those Allied
forces supporting United States strategic concepts.
b. iiheii it is considered that such training will
create friendship and goodwill for the United States,
and promote continued good relations mth Allied
Nations.
c. Insure that recipient nations make maximum
use of their oi-jn and combined resources, so that the
Military Assistance Training Program will provide
only that amount of training which is clearly beyond
the capabilities of such indigenous resources.
^United States Department of the ilavy, Office of
the Chief of ilaval Operations, Directive for i'oreig-.n
Military Training (viashington: Government Printing
Office, 1958), p. 1.
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d. Enable foreign military units to operate
effectively with United States military units,
e. Undertake training in areas where actual
indigenous deficiencies exist, where such training
will further over-all mutual objectives and where
the training is clearly beyond the capability of the
recipient nation.
fo Determine a reasonable amount of training of
foreign personnel within the United States which is
considered desirable, contingent upon availability
of training spaces and funds.
g. Insure that the recipient country is capable
of utilizing the training requested.^
III. OBJJOT IVES OF A FOREIGN OFFICERS GLASS
The specific objectives to be accomplished by
having foreign officers attend the United States Kavy
Supply Corps School are:
a. To acquaint the foreign student mth the
United States Kavy supply system with emphasis on
technical supply and inventory control.
b. To further the People-to-People program.
c. To have the foreign officers return to their
country with a better concept in determining require-
ments, ordering supplies from the United States, and a




IV. FOREIGN OPPIOERS SUPPLY COURSE CLASS DIVISION
When foreicn nationals irere first sent to attend
the Navy Supply Corps School, they attended classes
together with the American students. It was soon made
apparent that this system would not work because of the
language barrier. Although the foreign officer under-
stood English, it had to "be spoken at a moderate rate of
speed. In the majority of cases the foreign students
could not understand the American instructor and the
entire classroom time was lost. To improve the standard
of training foreign officers, a Foreign Officers Supply
Course Class Division was established under the Training
Department of the United States Navy Supply Corps School,
The title of Division might be misleading because
with the exception of the foreign officers, the Division
consisted of one United States naval officer, with the
establishment of the Foreign Officers Supply Course Glass
Division, the course offered to foreign nationals con-
sisted of nine weeks classroom training in supply
procedures and on completion three weeks of application
at a designated naval activity. The activities utilized
for the application phase were Jacksonville, Charleston,
Norport, and Key viest. Three Foreign Officers Supply
Course Classes were conducted each year.
13

The foreign students attended classes at the
United States Navy Supply Corps School six hours a day,
Monday through i^riday with the ii^oreign Officer Supply
Course Class Division Officer as the only instructor.
The class was conducted in English at a moderate rate
of speed with clear, concise pronunciation, iiork outside
the classroom was assigned and written examinations
announced at different intervals. Because of the
language difficulty considerable personal attention "by
the instructor was required and an attempt was made to
keep the size of the class fixed at an average number
of fourteen foreign students.
V. PSOPLE-TO-PEOPLE PHASE
In addition to the technical phase of the course,
the People-to-People program was furthered by planning
for extracurricular activities. It is considered to be
in the best interest of the United States that the U. S.
iJavy ij'oreign Military Assistance Training Program be
utilized to further the President of the united States'
"People-to-People Program."
The presence of foreign naval trainees in the
United States affords an excellent opportunity for
them to see and become familiar with the United
States, its people, its way of life and its poten-
tial for supporting its international commitments.
Many naval activities have instituted excellent
14

programs to acquaint foreign trainees with the Ameri-
can way of life. In the past, local chapters of the
iJavy League, Chambers of Gommerce, churches, service
clubs, etc., have oeen contacted and arrangements
have been made for groups of foreign trainees to
visit American homes, local industries, representa-
tive farming areas, county fairs, industrial and
cultural exhibits, historical points of interest,
sports events and similar activities which would
acquaint the foreign trainee with the broad scope
of American culture. In many instances, local
organizations paid all, or a major portion, of the
costs involved in the visit.
The foregoing visits are to be arranged at the
discretion of the President, Superintendent,
Commanding Officer, etc., of the activity conducting
training. Discretion is emphasized. Visits to night
clubs and similar types of extracurricular activities
do not come within the intent of the program, nor
does the utilization of luxury forms of transporta-
tion, accommodations or services,
5
In order to further the People-to-People program
in Athens, leading citizens were contacted for personal
invitations to be extended to the foreign officers,
individually or in group. Invitations were requested
for parties, picnics, sight-seeing trips, and to private
homes, National organizations like the Imvy League,
Lions Club, Kiwanis, American Legion, Rotary Club,
Toastmasters, and many others were solicited for the
foreign students to participate in their meetings and
social events. The Churches and the University of





a well rounded sample of American institutions and way
of life. Tiie American students and the United States
naval officers in the staff at Athens were particularly
encouraged to fraternize irith the foreign officers.
Half way through the nine weeks' course in Athens,
a field trip of approximately four days was taken to
some city in the United States Xx^at was interested in
the i'oreign Officers Supply Course Class and in further-
ing the President's People-to-People program. The
purpose of this trip was to give the students a break
from their difficult phase of classroom work and, more
important, to give the foreign students an opportunity
for a cross-sectional view of the United States, its
people, and its culture.
Transportation arrangements for these field
trips were always "by chartered bus as requested by the
foreign students. They felt that this method of trans-
portation offered more opportunity to see the country-
side and gave the class a chance for more personal
interaction ^rith the members.
In order for this trip to be made, the Foreign
Officers Supply Course Class Division Officer, had to
make arrangements vrith interested parties. Between
classes, the instructor took trips to different cities
to contact interested personnel. The points of contact
16

were generally Chambers of Oommerce, members of the
Navy League, and leading citizens of the community.
Invitations to private homes, parties, sight-seeing
trips, tours of industries and hotel accommodations at
reduced rates were solicited, A sample schedule of such
a field trip taken to the Tampa and Sarasota area of
Florida was as follows;
Saturday, 11 February 1961
0800 Depart the United States ITavy Supply Corps
School, Athens, Georgia.
1830 Arrive Hillsboro Hotel, Tampa, Florida,
Sunday, 12 February 1961
1030 Depart Hillsboro Hotel enroute to the
Chamber of Commerce to meet the sponsor of
the trip, Mr. J, R, Mickler, Managing
Director of the Tampa Chamber of Commerce,
1100 Depart Chamber of Commerce to visit pirate
ship at pier of the Tampa Ship Repair and
Dry Dock Company,
1300 Depart pirate ship enroute to Cypress Gardens,
I6I5 Depart Cypress Gardens
1730 Arrive Hillsboro Hotel,
1830 Depart for Tampa Terrace Hotel to attend
dinner party sponsored by the Tampa Chamber
of Commerce, The class will have free time
after the dinner party,
17

Monday, 13 l^'ebruary 1961
094-5 Depart Hillsboro Hotel to board Coast Guard
Gutter for trip to meet the "invading
pirate ship."
1200 Debark from the Ooast Guard Gutter and
board convertibles in front of the Hillsboro
Hotel to participate in the Gasparilla
Parade.
1330 Leave convertibles at fair grounds and sit
in reserved seats to watch Gasparilla
Parade.
1530 Depart fair grounds enroute to Hillsboro
Hotel.
1800 Depart for Tampa lacht and Gountry Glub
for dinner party and dance sponsored by the
Tampa Chamber of Commerce.
Tuesday, 14 February 1961
1000 Depart Hillsboro Hotel for Florida State
i'air.
114-5 Depart Florida State Fair for a luncheon
at the Tampa Terrace Hotel in honor of the
Governor of Florida,
1700 Depart Hillsboro Hotel for dinner party at
the MacDill Air Force Base given by the




Wednesday, 15 ii'ebruary 1961
0715 Depart Tampa for Sarasota, Florida.
0915 Arrive Ringling Museum of Art in Sarasota,
Florida. Visits will also be made to the
Circus Kail of Fame and Homes Cars of
Yesterday.
1100 Depart Hingling Museum of Art for Lido
Biltmore Club Hotel,
1200 Lunclieon sponsored by the l^avy League coun-
cil of Sarasota at the Bird Key Yacht Club.
1400 Beach picnic sponsored by Mr. S. R. Hollander,
Jr., President, Navy League Council of
Sarasota,
1800 Cocktail party at the Lido Biltmore Club
Hotel sponsored by the Manager, Mr. Floyd
Alford, Jr.
Thursday, 16 February 1961
1400 Depart Sarasota, Florida.
1800 Dinner and then introduction of each officer
at the Florida State Fair, Tampa, Florida.
Friday. 17 February 1961
1600 Depart Tampa for the United States Navy
Supply Corps School, Athens, Georgia.
19

VI. FOREIGN OFFICERS RECEPTION
During the last week prior to the completion of
the nine-weeks course at Athens, the foreign officers
have a reception inviting those who have shown interest,
friendship, and assistance during their stay in school.
The only official guests invited are the Conunanding
Officer, Executive Officer, the Instructor of the class,
and the Mayor of Athens. The foreign officers take
great interest in planning for this affair and all the
work connected with this function is performed by com-
mittees appointed by the class.
The reception is very interesting and colorful.
A reception line is formed including the Commanding
Officer and his lady; the Instructor and his lady; the
Foreign Senior Officer of the class; and three other
officers representing different sections of the world.
The remainding members of the class participate by
waiting for their guests and escorting them to their
assigned places. The Commanding Officer, the Senior
Officer of the foreign class, and the Instructor give
short speeches and the Mayor of Athens presents to each
member of the class "Honorary Citizen Certificates" of




At the end of the course in Athens, the class
and the instructor departs for the United States Naval
Activity that has been selected for the three weeks
application phase, 3y the end of each calendar year,
the activities that have been selected to conduct the
training for the coining calendar year is knoi«i. Between
classes the instructor makes a trip to the activity
selected for the application phase to firm a schedule
for instructing the foreign officers and discuss neces-
sary plans for participation in the People-to-People
program.
At the selected training activity, military or
civilian personnel of the Supply Department instructs
the foreign officers concerning their individual sections.
In addition, trips to the supply departments of afloat
units are visited. The purpose of this training is for
the foreign students to actually see in operation what
was studied at the United States Navy Supply Corps School.
The duties of the instructor at the training
activity is that ox a liaison officer. Specifically,
the duty of the instructor is to ascertain that the
foreign officers followed the schedule that w^as prepared,
make arrangements for pay days, transportation requests,
21

travel tickets, reservations; and answer detail ques-
tions concerning the preparation of "paper work" asso-
ciated with this type of class. In addition, the
instructor and the class attend many social functions,
participate in tours, make speeches; and the instructor
solves any problem that might arise between the class
and the training activity.
At the end of the three-weeks training course
graduation exercises are held at the training activity
and diplomas are presented to members of the foreign
class indicating successful completion of the twelve-
weeks' supply course. The Commander of the IJaval Base,
the Commanding Officer, the Supply Officer of the activity;
and the Senior Officer of the foreign class make short
speeches. I'riends of the class, leading civilian and
military personnel of the activity attend the graduation
exercises.
Prior to the graduation exercises, a critique is
held between the foreign students and the instructor to
determine how the over-all course can be improved.
Discussion is not restricted to any phase. The objec-
tive is an open mind for improvements.
22

VIII. TEill4Ilv[ATI0K OJ COURSE
At the conclusion of the graduation exercises,
members of the class depart, generally in different direc-
tion. Some report to additional training activities
afloat or to a supply demand control point. Others take
advantage of limited leave in the United States prior to
returning home. This is the breaking-off point bet-i-reen
the instructor and the foreign students. After seeing
every mem.ber of the class off to his destination, the
instructor returns to the United States Kavy Supply Corps
School to prepare appraisal and other required reports
on the foreign students who departed.
The appraisal report is submitted to the appro-
priate Chief, ilavy Section, Military Assistance Advisory
Group setting forth the following:
a. iTame, rank, foreign service and Invitational
Travel Order number.
b. Course identity and duration.
c. Marks received and final grade, as appropriate.
d. Comprehension and assimilation.
e« English language proficiency.
f. General attitude.
g. Adequacy of trainees selection,
h. Remarks, if any.^
After preparation of reports, the i'oreign Officers
Supply Course ^lass Division Officer has one month to
^ Ibid ., p. 29.
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make preparations for the new foreign student class
that will convene at the Supply Corps School. He will
malce plans for the extracurricular activities, improve
the course, prepare or modify lesson plans, inform local
citizens and organizations of the next class that id.ll
convene and the name of the officers and countries
represented. In addition, trips are made to the activity
that will conduct the application phase of the training
for the coming class and to the city that will be the
host for the four days' break that is taken while the






There proTDably should be another name for the
person who teaches the foreign naval officers at the
iMavy Supply Corps School. An instructor is generally-
associated as one who imparts knowledge to members of
a formal class. The instructor of foreign students
definitely performs this function but in addition is
involved in the planning, initiation, control, and
direction of the entire foreign officers' program at the
ilavy Supply Corps School. This includes not only the
technical aspects and the People-to-People Program, but
also the personal involvement in any situation that
affects the foreign officer. The instructor is a teacher,
friend, adviser, counselor, and the personal representa-
tive of the United States to each member of the class.
In fact, to many of the foreign students, the instructor
is the United States, On the instructor alone rests
the responsibility of making the program a success or
failure. This is not only the impression of the writer
but also of many of the foreign officers who have




The United States Navy must exercise great care
in the selection of an instructor for this type of a
class. The qualifications generally associated with an
outstanding naval officer is not sufficient. The officer
selected as an instructor must be an outstanding naval
officer and in addition have many other qualifications.
The instructor must be well versed in the tech-
nical aspects of supply. As the only instructor he will
be teaching specifics in accounting, allowance and load
lists, inventory control, and general aspects of the
Military Assistance Program. These requirements are
generally found in an officer who has had two independent
tours of supply duty afloat and who has served in a
foreign country. Knowledge on the part of the instructor
is not only necessary to present the subject matter to
the foreign students but also to answer many questions
asked. In the majority of cases, the members of the
class are a selected group handpicked by the various
countries. They are eager and will give the instructor
a thorough going-over in their quest for knowledge.
The instructor should have a pleasing and likeable
personality as well as a very strong character. Re must
be sincere, honest, and exercise good judgment. The
26

instructor must have the proper attitude for the job,
free of bias, and with a deep imbedded belief in respec-
ting the dignity and beliefs of all men. His character-
istics must be dynamic.
The foreign class is represented by many different
nations, all having vast differences in cultural and
educational standards and values, which makes mutual
understanding difficult. The language barrier offers
another disadvantage. Those who are proficient in the
English language might become bored T/ilth the instructor's
rate of speaking. Those who are not proficient may
become frustrated and lost because the subject matter is
being covered too rapidly. The instructor must check
and recheck to ascertain that his communication is
getting through to the receivers. He must have perse-
verance and patience.
The instructor must possess those qualities that
will make him a leader of the class, not because of his
position, but because by his actions the foreign class
accepts him as the leader.
An ideal leader of a group possesses some quite
distinctive attributes. i*'or one thing, he is able
to create ideas for goals that his followers will
accept vrith enthusiam, goals that will stir their
blood. He is out in front of his followers looking
toward the horizon and disclosing new vistas.
27

The leader must care. He must see his group's
goal clearly, feel convinced that it is attainable,
and want intensely to achieve that goal; he is
forever thinking and talking about it, and creating
ideas for new and more effective means of realizing
it. But more than that, he shows his followers that
he expects them to work to their full capacity in
behalf of the group's goals. If he is indifferent,
they will be indifferent. If he is unsure, they
will be unsure.
The leader makes things happen. He takes the
initiative. A leader does not wait for problems to
be brought to him; he does not let things happen or
wait for something to happen. Instead, he goes out
and hunts for what needs doing—for problems to be
solved.
He must be willing to carry out the plan in the
face of indifference or even active opposition.
Seldom >rill all the members of his group agree that
all the plans he proposes are always the best ones
available. Kor will all his receivers always deem
these to be the most effective means of achieving
their own personal goals.
7
The instructor must believe sincerely in the
objectives of the X^'oreign Officers Supply Course Class.
He must not only sell the program to the students, but
to the people and organizations supporting the People-
to-People program.
The instructor should have had at least one tour
of duty in a foreign country and speak at least one
foreign language. The assumption made is that if an
officer has been stationed in a foreign country and has
"^Manley Howe Jones, Executive Decision Making:




knowledge of a foreign language he has been exposed to
a culture foreign to that of the United States. This
exposure t-jIII give the instructor tolerance and insight
into the actions of foreign students. His understanding
is greatly increased. He can to a certain extent project
himself into the position of the foreign officer. The
reputation of the Americans is notorious for speaking
only English. Are we to confirm such a general belief
in front of so many nations? The prestige of the instruc-
tor is enhance in the minds of the foreign students when
the representative of the United States Kavy speaks a
foreign language,
I remember as an instructor of foreign officers
hovr proud these officers felt vjhen some people would
assume that I was a foreign officer. It was a simple
thing to do, especially when speaking to members of the
foreign group in a foreign language at an informal
gathering. The writer was able to capitalize on a stand-
ard joke with many members of different classes—that
many people did not know their instructor was an American,
In furthering the People-to-People program, the
instructor will be called upon to participate in many
speaking engagements before many organizations, ^luch
of the support given to the People-to-People program




The instructor will be asked manj formal and
informal q^uestions concerning tlie American form of
government, history, institutions, and current problems.
An intelligent reply must be given to these questions.
The majority of foreign officers are interested in many
subjects outside of those given in the classroom.
The instructor must develop a certain extra sense
to determine what can possibly embarrass or hurt the
feelings of a foreign officer. The foreign officer is
very polite. Knowing that he is a guest in the United
States he will very seldom complain and yet things might
not be going well for him. The instructor must be aware
of this concept or "silent language." This type of
misunderstanding can ruin the entire foreign officers'
program, i'or example, an officer from Latin America
will not call the people from the United States "Americans."
He will refer to us as Llorth Americans. On the other
hand we seldom use the term Horth Americans, v-e identify
ourselves as Americans.
II. THE SILENT LAi^GUAGE
The avithor of "The Silent Language," Edward T.
Hall, has this to say in the introduction to his book:
Most Americans are only dimly aware of this silent
language even though they use it every day. They
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are not conscious of the elaborate patterning of
behavior ifhloh. prescribes our handling of time, our
spatial relationships, our attitudes toward worli,
play, and learning. In addition to what we sa.7
with our verbal language we are constantly communi-
cating our real feelings in our silent language
—
the language of behavior. Sometimes this is cor-
rectly interpreted by other nationalities, but more
often it is not.
Difficulties in intercultural communication are
seldom seen for what they are, \;hen it becomes
apparent to people of different countries that they
are not understanding one another, each tends to
blame it on "those foreigners," on their stupidity,
deceit, or craziness. The following examples will
illuminate some of these crosscultural cross-
purposes at their most poignant.
Despite a host of favorable auspices an American
mission in Greece was having great difficulty working
out an agreement with Q-reelc officials. Efforts to
negotiate met with resistance and suspicion on the
part of the Greeks. The Americans were unable to
conclude the agreements needed to start new projects.
Upon later examination of this exasperating situation
two unsuspected reasons were found for the stalemate:
Pirst, Americans pride themselves on being outspoken
and forthright. These qualities are regarded as a
liability by the Greeks, They are taken to indicate
a lack of finesse which the Greeks deplore. The
American directness immediately prejudiced the
Greeks. Second, when the Americans arranged meetings
with the Greeks, they tried to limit the length of
the meetings and to reach agreemients on general
principles first, delegating the drafting of details
to subcommittees. The Greeks regarded this practice
as a device to pull the wool over their eyes. The
Greek practice is to work out details in front of all
concerned and continue meetings for as long as is
necessary. The result of this misunderstanding was
a series of unproductive meetings with each side
deploring the other's behavior.
In the Middle East, Americans usually have a
difficult time with the Arabs. I remember an
American agriculturalist who went to Egypt to teach
modern agricultural methods to the Egyptian farmers.
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At one point in his work lie asked his interpreter
to ask a farmer how much he expected his farm to
yield that year. The farmer responded by becoming
very excited and angry. In an obvious attempt to
soften the reply the interpreter said, "He says he
doesn't know." The American realized som.ething had
gone wrong, but he had no way of knowing what. Later
I learned that the Arabs regard anyone who tries to
look into the future as slightly insane, "..'hen the
American asked him about his future yield, the
Egyptian was highly insulted since he thought the
American considered him crazy. To the Arab only
God laiows the future, and it is presumptuous even to
talk about it.
In Japan I once interviewed an American scholar
who was sent to Japan to teach American history to
Japanese university professors. The course was well
under way when the American began to doubt if the
Japanese understood his lectures. Since he did not
speak Japanese, he asked for an interpreter. After
a few lectures with the interpreter translating for
him, the American asked the group to meet without
him and make a report on what they were learning
from the course. The next time the American met
with the class the interpreter told him that the
class understood only about 50 per cent of what had
been going on. The American was discouraged and
upset. '.That he didn't know was that he had inadver-
tently insulted the group by requesting an inter-
preter. In Japan a sign of an educated man is his
ability to speak English, The Japanese professors
felt that the American had caused them to lose face
by implying that they were^uneducated when he
requested the interpreter,^'
III. QUSSTIOIMIIAIIIS
It is interesting to note what some past members
of the Foreign Officers Supply Course Class have to say
^Edi'Tard T, Hall, The Silent Lanruar^e (Garden City,
Hew York: Doubleday and Company, Inc., 1959), PP. 14-17,
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concerning; the qualifications of an instructor for
foreign students. In a questionnaire submitted to a
random sample of past members one of the questions
aslced was: If you were in a position to select an
officer as an instructor to teach a class like the one
in Athens, what type of an officer would you select
based on what criteria? Many replies were received.
The statements received from officers in Asia and Latin
America were as follows:
"For most of the forei[^n students attending a
course of training in the United States, it will
be their first trip. More than anything else their
impression of their host country will be influenced
to a great degree by their instructor, who will be
not only their instructor, but also their host and
sponsor during their stay."
"The instructor, in my opinion, should possess a
pleasant, if not a charming personality, friendly
in disposition and understanding by nature. Since
he will be handling a class made up of students from
different countries, he should not be impartial to
any coinitry, or prejudiced against another."
"In maintaining discipline among foreign students
he should be just and firm."
"Apart from his academic qualifications, which
are presumed to be high, such an instructor would
be better qualified if he has at least a fair
knowledge of the countries of his students."
"It would certainly be an asset if the instructor
has travelled widely to foreign countries. It also
goes without saying that he should be ;rell conversant
with his own country."
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"The instructor should be able to speak at least
one foreign language. Considering the countries
likely to send officers to the United States for
training and which Trould have some language difficulty,
it is felt that an instructor speaking French would
be most desired and then Spanish and Japanese in that
order of priority,"
"The instructor must be an outstanding Supply
Corps officer having knowledge of the countries
represented and the way of life of each member of
the class."
"The United States ITavy, in selecting an instructor
for this class, must be very careful because the
foreign officers will receive the greatest impres-
sion of the United States iTavy through the instructor."
"An instructor must have an air of dignity and
responsibility, and be capable of effecting harmony
and coordination among foreign officers with different
languages, customs, and way of life."
An officer from Europe, to complete the cross-
sectional examples, would like the instructor to be a
first or second generation American whose parents or
grandparents were born in Europe.
All the above listed replies furnished oj foreign
officers have two things in common: the importance of
the American instructor, and the belief on the part of
the foreign student that he will be better understood,
appreciated, and helped if the instructor speaks a
foreign language and is familiar mth a foreign culture.
IV. TRAINIi-IG PR0GRA14
As can be seen, the qualifications for an instruc-
tor are many and varied. It will be difficult to find
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a naval officer qualified in all respects, but not
impossible. There are many outstanding naval officers
and witiiin this range are many that are fluent in a
foreign language and have been overseas, irhether an
officer has all the necessary qualifications or not, a
good training program should be a necessity before a
man is given the responsibility of representing the
United States before such a group of nations. At present
there is little or no specialized training for an officer
reporting to the Uavy Supply Corps School to instruct
the i'oreign Officers Supply Course Class. The inriter's
only training was attending one month of Instructor's
School in IJorfolk and this had nothing to do t-rith
foreign officers or foreign countries.
Training in technical assistance must be a
requirement for any person who will be in contact vjlth
foreign personnel. A recent report of the American
Council of Voluntary Agencies for foreign Service states:
i?acilities for training in technical assistance
should be expanded: education in colleges /or
service schools/ should include courses suitable
for technical assistance careers which would give
a competence in cultural concepts. Technical loiow-
ledge does not necessarily give a body of knowledge
of how to work with people nor an understanding of
how much this technical laiowledge can be used in
other countries. Personnel interested in technical
assistance should be aware of the social accompani-
ments of technical change. They should be able to
see technical assistance as part of a great i-jhole,
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with emphasis on breadth of vision of a socioloGical
and psychological nature.
9
There are training courses available for officers
reporting overseas for duty. The main objective of
these courses is to acquaint the person irith the foreign
policy of the United States and to expose the personnel
to a country doing things differently from the United
States. Among the different training programs available,
there is one for the Mutual Security Agency and for the
Overseas Information Service. As an illustration let us
take a look at the training program of the Mutual Security
Agency.
The first week of the course is "designed pri-
marily to acquaint new employees /officers/ with
the objjectives of American foreign policy, the
implementation of such policy through international
and American agencies, the role of the Mutual Secu-
rity Agency in carrying out foreign policy, the
organization and operation of MSA to achieve its
objectives," "A second aim," the agency announce-
ment to its trainees continues, "is to lay a back-
ground of appreciation for the problems involved
in gaining acceptance by foreign peoples of improved
modern methods which MSA is seeking to introduce,"
The formal conferences begin with a discussion
of the background of American foreign policy. This
is followed by discussions of the MSA programs in
Europe and in Southeast Asia, and by an appraisal
of reactions to the MSA programs in foreign countries.
The trainees are next told how MSA is organized to
9l-Iarlan Cleveland and Gerad J, Mangone, The Art




acliieve its objectives. This conference is followed
by a discussion on understanding foreign points of
view. The group then participates in two discussions
on the problem of increasing productivity, one con-
cerned with agricultural production, the other with
industrial productivity. Supply programs and problems
are the subject of another discussion. This is
followed by a conference on Soviet propaganda aims,
and a discussion of KSA security problems. The
first weelc is concluded by a conference on "making
a maximum impact overseas and in the U. S.
The second week of training is directed at inform-
ing the new employee /officer/ about the region and
country of his assignment. The pace is rapid, as
tfill be seen from a brief recital of the topics
covered in the program for personnel assigned to
Asia.
On the first day the trainees learn about political
development in Southeast Asia, the economic problems
of the region, its land tenure and land use system
and the resulting cultural influences, the organi-
zation and methods of MSA missions there, program
planning in KSA missions in Southeast Asia, and the
MSA trainee programs in the countries of the area.
From a half hour to an hour and a half is allotted
to each of these six topics.
On the second day the trainee first sees several
films on Southeast Asia, then learns successively
about agricultural programs, public health programs,
labor movements, educational needs and programs,
and industry. The third morning is devoted to a
discussion of the religious and other principal
mores of Southeast Asia, followed or preceded by a
general discussion or hy a report on field operations
in an overseas mission in Asia made by a representa-
tive from such a mission.
Beginning with the third afternoon and continuing
through the next two days, the trainees report for
briefing by the appropriate country desk officer in
the agency's Far East Program Division. The desk
officer provides the trainees with reading materials
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and supplementary briefing concerning the country
to whicli the trainees are as signed .-^^
Tlie training program of the Mutual Security-
Agency discussed above is definitely short. In the
period of time allotted, it is impossible to make anyone
an expert but at least the value of a training program
has been recognized and an attempt made to brief the
personnel concerned. The training of an instructor for
foreign students is just as important as training for a
person going overseas. The only differences between an
instructor for foreign students and persons going over-
seas are that the instructor's setting is in the United
States while dealing with foreigners and he deals directly
with many more different nations. The worker overseas
and the instructor are both trying to impart knowledge
and make friends for the United States.
Under the same assumption that there is a very
close proximity between Americans who work overseas and
an instructor of foreign students, it is worthy to note
what Edward T. Kail has to say concerning the value of
training personnel to work with people from other coun-
tries.
Though the United States has spent billions of
dollars on foreign aid programs, it has captured
lOv/allace Stanley Sayre, Traininp; for Specialized
Kission Personnel (Chicago: Public Administration
Service, 1952), pp. 15-16.
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neitlier the affection nor esteem of the rest of the
world. In many countries today Americans are
cordially disliked; in others merely tolerated.
The reasons for this sad state of affairs are many
and varied, and some of them are "beyond the control
of anything this country might do to try to correct
them. But harsh as it may seem to the ordinary
citizen, filled as he is with good intentions and
natural generosity, much of the foreigners' animosity
has been generated by the way Americans behave.
As a country we are apt to be guilty of great
ethnocentrism. In many of our foreign aid programs
we employ a heavy-handed technique in dealing -vTith
local nationals. \Je insist that everyone else do
things our way. Consequently we manage to convey
the impression that we simply regard foreign
nationals as "underdeveloped Americans." I-Iost of
our behavior does not spring from malice but from
ignorance, which is as grievous a sin in international
relations. We are not only almost totally ignorant
of what is expected in other countries, we are
equally ignorant of what we are communicating to
other people oj our own normal behavior.
In most countries we are neither liked nor re-
spected. It is time that we stop alienating people
with whom we are trying to work.
Por many years I have been concerned with the
selection and training of Americans to work in
foreign countries for both government and business.
I am convinced that much of our difficulty with
people in other countries stems from the fact that
so little is knovm. about cross-cultural communica-
tion, Because of this lack, much of the good mil
and great effort of the nation has been wasted in
its overseas programs. ".Then Americans are sent
abroad to deal with other peoples they should first
be carefully selected as to their suitability to
work in a foreign culture. They should also be
taught to speak and read the language of the country
of assignment and thoroughly trained in the culture
of the country. All of this takes time and costs
money. However, unless we are willing to select and
train personnel, we simply sell ourselves short
overseas. 11
llplall, £2.. cit . , pp. 13-1'^.
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'^'fhat Mr, Hall has said about selecting personnel
for overseas work applies just as well to an instructor
for foreign officers, Vi'itli th.e world situation as it is
today and we trying so liard to win friends, how can we
expect to succeed if we do not prepare the person that
is in such a position to improve mutual understanding
between nations of the world and the United States?
Every effort must be taken to train in a very effective
manner any officer that will be dealing with foreign
personnel. In particular, training should be emphasized
when an officer will be in such close contact with foreign
students as is the instructor of foreign officers at the
Imvy Supply Oorps School.
The training program for instructors of foreign
officers should include the following:
a. The psychology, values, social customs and
mores of the foreign officers that will be represented
in the classroom.
b. The cultural concept in general as developed
by anthropologists.
c. Regional information.
d. At least one language study with emphasis
in Spanish or j'rench,
e. foreign policies of the United States.
f. History of the United States.
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g. Different political ideologies.
h. Propaganda.
In a document entitled Functional Training and
Language-and-Area Training for the Public Affairs
Specialist, dated March 23, 1951, the officer in charge
of training for the Information Program outlined what
he regarded as an ideal training course. He -would
consider the following types of training essential for
all public affairs (information) specialists:
a. A broad knowledge of the general conditions
of social change.
b. A broad Icnowledge of the general theory of
public opinion and propaganda.
c. A general knowledge of the major foreign
policies of the United States and of at least the other
Great Power nations, and of the themes and media that
have been employed in the information, education, and
propaganda programs of these countries.
d. A general knowledge of the currently available
scientific techniques for precise evaluation of program
contents and audience responses.
e. At least an introduction to the language (s),
history, social structure, customs, literature, politics,
economics, and communication media of the area to which
the officer is going.
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The selection of a training program is not as
difficult as the implementation. An excellent training
program can be conducted for prospective instructors
and be completed in less than a year by taking advantage
of universities and service schools throughout the coun-
try. If the ij'avy Department believes that the officer
cannot be spared for that length of time individual
resea-rch on the part of the officer can be undertaken.
The prospective instructor can be selected at least one
year in advance and through individual study can prepare
for the position as instructor of foreign officers.
There are many agencies in the United States that have
an abundance of literature dealing irith foreign students
and foreign countries, A selected list of ITational
Agencies participating in student interchange programs
is as follows:
1. Central Office of the ITational Association of
i'"oreign Student Advisers, 500 Riverside Drive,
ilew York 27, ilew York.
2. Cominittee on i'Tiendlj'- Relations Among foreign
Students, 291 Broadiray, Kew York 7, New York.
3. Institute of International Education, 1 East
67th Street, iTeir York 21, S. Y.
4. Bureau for Community Services to International
Visitors, c/o Philip Mettger, G-overnrnental
Affairs Institute, 1726 Massachusetts Avenue,
Vi'ashington 6, D. 0. (This organization deals






The pursuit of learning beyond the boundaries of
one's oim comiQunity, nation, or culture is as old
as learning itself. It stems from the human capacity
for curiosity" and adventure. It reflects the ability
of human beings to com.municate i-rith each other at
varying levels and irith varying sophistication
across the barriers of social particularities.-^^
If one recognizes that a study period in the
United States is only a fragment of the total life
experience of an individual, and if one attempts to
understand this total experience as an on-going
process, then a study sojourn abroad is seen in its
proper episodic perspective. But for each student
the episode will have varying significance: He
brings to his journey idiosyncratic equalities and the
distillation of his oi;m life experiences, and he
brings to it also familial, social, and national
conditionings ranging from those gained in educa-
tional institutions in his homeland to national
values which he shares in some degree ifith his country-
men. He arrives in a new country with certain
emotional needs, certain cognitive sets, and certain
more or less realistic expectations. ^5
I. SELECT lOlI
The success of the l^'oreign Officer Supply Course
Glass depends to a great extent on the foreign students
who are selected to attend such a class. The comT)Osition
12oora Du. Bois, "j'oreip:n Students and Hi^^her
Education (Washington: American Council on Iducation,
1956), p. 1.
13lbid
. , p. 38.
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of sucii a class with, so many natiorxS represented and in
a strange environment presents a great cliallenge to the
foreign student. Hot only must the student come into
personal contact with other foreign officers in his class
but also irith. the foreign host country and its people.
How well these officers are selected and oriented prior
to their arrival i-?lll have a great bearing as to how
successful the foreign students will be in meeting the
challenge.
Foreign students are selected to attend the i^Iavy
Supply Oorps School in accordance with existing instruc-
tion that states:
Foreign students selected for instruction at
U. 3, facilities must meet the prerequisite standards
set for U. S. personnel specified in pertinent school
catalogs, brochures or course descriptions. They
must be medically and physically acceptable for the
military service or training selected. In general,
proficiency in the Snglish language is always a
positive requirement for attendance in courses of
instruction at service schools, or at other selected
installations in the United States.l"^
It is essential to the success of the U. S. Navy
Foreign Training Program that foreign trainees
possess the ability to read, T-jrite, understand, and
speak linglish fluently, particularly the technical
English of the trainee's specialty. Chief, Navy
l^United States Department of the Navy, Office
of the Chief of Naval Operations, Directive for Foreign
Military Training ('.Washington: Government Printing
Office, 195s ), p. 2.
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Section, i-oAAG- shall, whenever practicable, arrange
to have foreign nominees individually screened for
English language qualification prior to their depar-
ture for training at a U. S. facility. It is neces-
sary that the "i'lLAQr determine whether trainees do in
fact possess sufficient command of the English
language to provide for the successful completion
of the training authorized. 15
II. QUALIPICATIOiTS
The above listed requirements are not sufficient.
The role of the foreign student requires more than
technical qualifications, llot only must he be technically
qualified but also have those traits and characteristics
that are necessary for the mutuality in furnishing and
receiving information. The student's role is not only
being a receiver but also a sender. He must be able to
participate not only in the classroom but also outside
the classroom.
One of the basic purposes of selecting foreign
officers to attend the ilavy Supply Corps School is to
promote a broad acquaintance of the United States, its
people, culture, and institutions. Persons selected as
students should be sensitive, open-minded, intelligent
and level-headed. Students should be selected as persons
likely, because of personality or position or both to
affect their fellow countrymen after their return home.
15ibid . , p. 15.
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Over 12,000 foreit;n students, teachers, lecturers,
and research scholars have observed American life
at firsthand in toirns and cities in all of our 48
States, the District of Columbia, Plawaii, and Alaska.
Systematic evaluation studies indicate that these
people not only return home with a better understand-
ing of the United States, but share that understanding
with their fellow countrymen through informal discus-
sions, lectures, articles, and books. Their
activities draw greater significance from the fact
that many of them are becoming leaders in the commu-
nity and national life of their countries. In India,
for example, at least half of the returned grantees
/students/ have enhanced their positions and many
hold posts where they have a voice in policy-making
on an all-India level, IS
The above quotation refers to civilian foreign
students. Regardless of civilian or military the
foreign student will have the same influencing factor on
his return home.
To make a most favorable impression the foreign
officers must be matured, responsible, intelligent,
generous and delightful persons. They must be capable
to enter into the spirit of the different international
groups in the class and be excellent representatives
of their profession and their countries, irith a desire
to learn, a willingness to make adjustments, and a wish
to contribute to better understanding, they can adapt
themselves easily to iimerican culture as well as to the
^^United States Department of State, Swords Into




other cultures represented by the various members of the
group.
Based on the listed qualifications that should
be possessed by a foreign student it seems that the
requirement for a knowledge of i.nglish appears to be
secondary in many cases. The ability to speak, i-jrite,
and read English should not be a prerequisite for the
selection of a foreign student. If the student meets
other more important requirements time can be taken for
that officer to learn English before commencing his
studies in the United States.
i'^oreign officers who can speak English are a
select group. A true representation of personnel in
the foreign country's navy is not possible by selecting
only those with a knowledge of English. ;ie must expand
the selection area to get those who are best qualified
and a truer representation of the group.
There are many reasons why a foreign student is
willing to be selected a member of the i'oreign Officers
Supply Course Class. Some of these are prestige,
curiosity, improve their professional capabilities for
advancement, and a means of escaping from the existing
situations at home, '.ihatever the reason we should
ascertain that it is not monetary.
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The increase in pay i-rhen the student is in the
United States can be considered as a very strong motiva-
tional factor. The majority of foreign students receive
pay from their country and in addition, travel allowance
and a per-diem rate of -.H.OO from the United States
while attending the Eavy Supply Corps School. The object
of the per-diem rate granted is to enable the foreign
student to cover his miscellaneous expenses while in the
United States, i'rom experience it can be attested that
this allowance is excessive and is not needed by the
foreign student. On many occassions the rate of pay
furnished has been so great that the foreign student and
his wife have been able to live in leading hotels during
their entire stay in the United States. Others have
been able to buy new cars to take back to their country.
Money should not be a motivating factor for the foreign
student to come to the United States. The incentive of
pay can cause students to be selected not because of his
qualifications but because of his influence. Influence
plays a part in practically every country of the world
but more so away from the United States. An officer who
finds himself in debt in his country can use his influ-
ence and be selected as a member of the Foreign Students
Supply Course Class and solve his financial difficulties.
^8

Concernlns tlie selection of foreign students to
attend institutions of learning in the United States,
it is interesting to note T^'hat a foreign trainee has to
say:
There seems to "be a consensus of opinion that
the selection process should give careful attention
to the status and career situation of each applicant
to assure that he can put his training to good use
upon his return. The selection should not "be left
to Indians alone because of social and family
pressures T:hich are so important in that part of the
world. 17
III. HEASOES POR ¥A1JTING TO 3E SELECTED
There is always prestige attached to those who
study and travel abroad. The United States has a repu-
tation for organization and the ability to get things
done. Anyone studying in the United States is supposed
to have been exposed to these capabilities. The oppor-
tunity for self-improvement and advancement after the
student returns to his country are great.
According to research, the foreign educated,
with but very few exceptions rate their foreign
experience as beneficial to their character and
outloolv. Though self-advancement is ranlced by the
foreign returned as the main purpose in studying
abroad, self-improvement is rated as the most impor-
tant reward for the period abroad. 18
l^Liselette J'ellner, "Learning and Living Across
Cultures: A Study of the Indian x'Oreign Student in
America and India" (Unpublished I-iaster's Thesis, Teachers
College, Columbia University, L'ew York, 1962), p. 57.
l^Ibid ., p. 37.
^9
I
The private objec-tives of foreign students are
sometimes detectable in both the more forthrif^ht
and the more nieve applicants. These may not neces-
sarily reflect the intentions for which public or
private monies may have been allocated. Some appli-
cants express broad and unformulated curiosity about
this country as a dominant world power and as leader
of the democratic nations. They seem to feel that
as one of the two great giants in this world, it is
a spectacle well worth scrutinizing. Probably such
students would have the same intellectual curiosity
about the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics and
would be as highly motivated to study in Russia for
a year or two were it possible.
Some applicants have interwoven with curiosity
about world powers a laudable sense of adventure and
a desire to travel for its o-;-jn sake, for those who
accept a philosophy that equates experience and
education, and for those Americans who themselves
travel so eagerly and indefatigably, this alone
should present an understandable and oj no means
unacceptable motive.
Some students are motivated oj an eagerness to
acquire new skills. They are task-centered indivi-
duals, representing one type of foreign guest.
Some t8-sk-centered students may see the relevance of
such skills to the welfare of their country; others
may be little involved with idealistic notions of
their nation's welfare. They may view study abroad
as an opportunity for personal advancement and
enhanced social capital on their return, n'e must
not assume that such students are necessarily inter-
ested primarily in formal educational achievement.
The fluent command of English plus American contacts
may be far more important and realistically important
for returning students than achievement in formal
studies. 19
Reasons are many and varied for an officer desiring
to come to the United States as a student at the l.'avy
Supply Corps School, l/hatever the motive a proper
19du Bois, ojgi. cit. , pp. 14-15.
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selection process can insure a highly q.ualified group.
'tilth emphasis on qualifications and the officer's posi-
tion on his return, a very responsive program for foreign
students can almost "be insured.
IV. QUESTIOIIxLA-IRE
A survey was conducted by the author of a repre-
sentative sample of foreign naval officers who have
attended the x^Iavy Supply Corps School. One of the
q.uestions asked was, "If you were in a position to select
an officer from your Country to attend the i'oreign
Officers Supply Course Glass in Athens, what type of an
officer would you select based on what criteria?" The
replies received included the following qualifications
for the officer selected:
a. Must be a supply or engineering officer.
b. A good working knowledge of the English
language.
c. An experienced naval officer with the rank
of lieutenant or lieutenant commander.
d. Should be a potential instructor upon return-
ing to his country.
e. An outstanding officer to distinguish himself
in class to bring honor to his country.
f
.
The personality required to be an unofficial
ambassador of his country.
g. Knowledge of the United States, its people,
and way of life.
h. Must possess an open mind,





Kany officers attending the ilavy Supply Corps
School are visiting the United States for the first
time. They have no idea what is ezpected of them per-
sonally or professionally. The foreign students come
to the United States with some preconceived ideas of
the course of studies that they ^,7111 undertake and what
our social settings are. These concepts might prove a
liability to the success of the entire program. The
student might assume that the course entails no irorlc
on his part or that in lieu of his trip being for the
mutual exchange of ideas, he is to be only a receiver.
This misconception of the student can be eradicated by
a properly conducted indoctrination course prior to his
departure from abroad or immediately after his arrival.
The need for orientation is, fundamentally, a
consequence of the varied customs and habits pre-
vailing in different parts of the world • Recent
research has indicated that the basic problem facing
any newcomer to a strange land is to find his way
through the "cultural maze," that is, to become
familiar at least at a minimal level with the partic-
ular patterns of behavior which are taken for
granted within that society and which, until the
visitor begins to understand them, may hinder him
in the accomplishment of his mission. He must
discover how to conduct himself in a id.de range of
simple and complex situations. Even if he can cope
irith the language, he may be confused dj the values
and mores of the alien society, 'oj the subtleties of
social intercourse and daily life which those native
to the land take for granted.
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At a deeper intellectual and emotional level,
the values and ethical standards of the foreign
culture, especially when they are iridely divergent
from those at home, frequently cause a serious
disruption of communication between the visitor and
the local people. The visitor's sense of what is
right and proper is lllzelj to be outraged by some of
the practices he observes and he may find himself
passing judgment on them. Until he learns to accom-
modate himself to these practices and to see them
with the eyes of the native, he may suffer from a
profound malaise.
A second important purpose of many organized
orientation programs is to correct misconceptions
about the people and countries involved in inter-
change. This is stressed particularly by governments
and by community groups receiving foreign students
and visitors. Ignorance and misunderstanding between
nations require an effort to set the record straight,
to present a more accurate view of the nature, aims
and institutions of the host country.
A third distinct purpose, more limited in scope
perhaps but no less important, is to increase
facility in the language of the host country.
Mastery of the language is essential not only for
successful academic study and scholarly pursuits,
but for successful adjustment to the local culture
and for correction of misconceptions. Through the
vehicle of language, the visitor can readily learn,
by himself if necessary, the other things he needs
to iuiow. >7ithout language slcills, other types of
learning are at best difficult, at worst impossible.
A fourth and related goal of orientation is to
provide factual information and practical guidance,
giving assistance in areas where there is an
immediate felt need on the part of the visitor for
help in coping with everyday problems, or the welter
of legal and administrative regulations which affect
his stay. This type of orientation stresses, for
example, informal guidance on the complexities of
reading timetables, tipping porters, or planning an
itinerary, or on interpreting immigration regula-




A final goal is to provide meaningful experiences
and personal contacts, in an effort to create a
psychological climate of acceptance and understanding
in which the visitor, isolated from his oim culture,
can establish a satisfactory modus vivendi. Basic
to this purpose is the belief that learning talies
place most readily through active participation, as
differentiated from observation, and that* by establish-
ing direct contact and close personal ties with the
people of a foreign country and participating in their
daily life, a visitor can learn and truly understand
the things he needs to know. Thus the context in
which orientation takes place, and the psychological
atmosphere created, become all important. 20
VI. LIVIi^G AGCOM'IODATIONS
Regardless of the orientation program that is
utilized one way that it can be enhance is by improving
the living accomm^odations. The foreign naval officer is
billeted in one of the Bachelor Officers Quarters at
the i\avy Supply Corps School. There are generally two
officers from each country and they become roommates.
This has a tendency of the foreign student spending more
time with each other then being exposed to other sur-
roundings. Vith this arrangement, we are losing the
opportunity to furnish more contact i-rith the American
way of life to the foreign student. Arrangements could
be made for these officers to live in American homes
during their stay of nine weeks in Athens.
20committee on Educational Interchange Policy,
Orientation of ij'oreiffn Students (lew York: Institute of
International -..ducation, 1956), pp. 3-6.
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During a pro{:;rara for foreign teachers at Southern
Illinois University such an arrangement was made. The
foreign teachers lived irith American families. All
families voluntered to have the foreign teachers live
in their hones during their stay in Oarbondale, Illinois.
Teachers are not naval officers but they irere still
foreigners. If we are to assume that the only difference
between the teachers and the foreign students is the
uniform, why not such a housing system for the foreign
student at the L"avy Supply Corps School?
The arrangements made for the foreign teachers
at Southern Illinois proved very successful to the host,
the American families, and to the successful completion
of the program.
Housing the educators in private homes proved to
be an important factor in accomplishing the objectives
of the International Teacher Development Program.
Evaluations by both hosts and g-uests attribute to
the success of these accommodations. From hosts:
. • .1 am certain that our entire family gained
in understanding and have the feeling that we have
established a bridge of friendship that will long
be remembered . . » (He) seemed to enjoy the
children and they accepted him as a member of the
family, and shed tears on his departure. I am glad
that we had the good fortune to be included in this
project.
. . ,¥e enjoyed every minute of the time that he
was iTlth us. "..e learned so much about historical
background, geography, and the culture of his people.
Previous to his coming, we had done some background
reading. The first-hand information which he had
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was most helpful, ue hope that he enjoyed learning
about America from us to the same degree that we
enjoyed learning about his country from him.
As for the grantees, every one was grateful for
the opportunity of living with Americans. The
following comment, from a i?ritten evaluation, is
representative:
... It couldn't be better. To live in an
American home has permitted to me to understand a
really American life. To be treated as a member of
the family was wonderful. I always felt free. I
could discuss with my host and hostess about every-
thing I was interested, about customs in U.S.A.,
about education, etc. Children also thought I was
a member of their family. They asked me everything
they wanted to know about myself, my country, etc.
All of them were friendly and kind with me and "irith
my friends who came to visit me. I am very grateful
for everything they have done in order to help me
have a happy time living here. 21
21Southern Illinois University, International
Teacher Development Pror^ram (Oarbondale: Southern





The student sat "before ne—he had cone for advice.
He was in the United States for education—training
that would be put to use to enable him to help his
countrymen. It was from one of the most primitive
and baclorard villages in all of India that he had
come—a village so remote that it was wonderous to
me that he had been discovered and chosen for U. S.
study. His problem was a relatively simple one, I
thought—to find a course which would qualify him
to institute some sort of basic recreational activity
in his village, I sent him to an academic advisor
only to have him return a few minutes later -tdth a
half-bemused, half-despairing loolc on his face. He
had been told to try a course in u'ater-Skiing
Techniques! The village had five stagnant, malaria-
infested ponds and no boat.22
The above quotation is a form of exaggeration but
it is not so far-fetched to make the point that foreign
students must be instructed in the areas that they 'vrill
be able to utilize upon returning home, "..e must not
instruct for the sake of instructing. There must be
some utility for the foreign student,
I, SUBJECTS
The supply course for the American students is
concentrated on the supply department of a destroyer.
Because very few foreign navies have ships larger than
22}r>ellner, o^., cit . , p. 2,

a destroyer tiie same concept is folloired in the course
for the foreign students. In addition, being that many-
foreign navies are concerned irith ordering material
from the United States under the Military Assistance
Program, the great majority of the course is concerned
with teaching how to use the various allowance and
Navy stock lists. At the completion of the nine weeks
in Athens the student has an additional three weeks of
training at a selected United States Naval Activity.
This is considered to be the application phase.
The emphasis in the course of instruction is for
the instructor to select what he considers the most
important areas and then select those sections and
cover them in the short time of nine weeks. The course
offered to the foreign students depends on the subjec-
tive selection of the curriculum by the instructor. No
assistance is offered or given by anyone.
One instructor might speak in generalities from
past experiences in supply and the course becomes a
seminar controlled oy the very few foreign students who
have good command of the English language. The instructor
might also feel that no examinations should be given or
homework assigned because this will interfere with the
social engagements planned in furtherance of the
People-to-People program. Another instructor might
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believe in being more specific
-.rith. tlie area to be
covered, assignment of liomeworlt, the scheduling of
examinations, and striking a happy medium betii-reen the
technical phase and the People-to-People program.
".vhat vieirpoint is correct? Unfortunately this
cannot be answered. Some believe that the technical
phase should take a back seat to the People-to-People
program. Others believe that the technical phase is
more important; and still others would like to maintain
a proper balance between the two phases. Existing
instructions are not clear enough to assist the instructor
in determining the point of concentration. The emphasis
selected depends on the subjective appraisal of the
instructor.
II. LAOK 0? APPLICATION
Many officers who have attended the course \t111
never apply the technical knowledge learned at Athens.
For example, an officer from Llorthern iiurope was a law
specialist working in the law section of his Country's
Navy. Upon completion of the course he was to return to
the same position in the legal department that he held
prior to selection. ..hat connection is there between
the supply department of a destroyer and the legal
department of a llavy? Another European officer who
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attended the course was an administrator in the Air ?orce
having no connection i-rith supply matters.
The course rnanj times laclis the area that the
foreign officer is most interested in. An officer from
Southeast Asia -jas the comptroller of a shipyard and
upon returning to his country iras to be assigned to the
same billet. His area of interest iras comptrollership
and accounting. The officer had exactly one \:eelz in
accounting at the ilavy Supply Corps School,
Another officer from Asia specialized in supply
ashore but this area is not included in the foreign
officers' supply course.
The instructor at Athens has no way of knowing
what the area of requirements are for the foreign supply
officers. A course is selected and prepared based on
the abilities of the instructor to forecast the important
areas of supply that will be most beneficial to the
foreign student. The foreign student is fitted to the
course instead of the course being prepared to fill the
needs and requirements of the foreign students. Countries
represented in the classroom might not have destroyers
or the students might be fully satisfied with the ways




From the instructor and students vieirpoint, the
weaknesses that are apparent are:
a. Returned grantees /students/ have a defeatist




b. Returned grantees /students/ lack the insight
and desire to change the situation or framework in
which they irork. They need to be helped to build a
philosophy of education and a set of values which
are basic to the way of life they desire for their
nation.
c. Standards set in America are so far removed
from the reality of underdeveloped nations that they
are impossible to accomplish.
d. Grantees /students/ lack the imagination and
initiative to get full value from their opportunity
and to make full use of it upon their return.
e. The program is frequently administered by
someone unacquainted irith education. 23
III. SSLEOTIOXS OF SUBJECTS
The perfect condition will be for the instructor
who is a highly technical expert in the United States
lavy Supply System to be familiar irith the different
supply systems of the nations whose officers are attend-
ing the course at Athens. By comparing and contrasting
both systems the instructor would be able to come
closer to the requirements that should be stressed.
This knowledge on the part of the instructor is next to
impossible, llo one person is capable of laiowing the
23Katherine Dresden, "Weaknesses in International
Exchange Programs," Journal of Teachers ::-ducation .
Volume 6 (September, 1956), p. 204.
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different supply systems of so many countries. The
solution to this problem is for better liaison between
the- Military Assistance Advisory Group of the countries
that -Jill be represented in the classroom and the
instructor.
It is to be assumed that the Military Assistance
Advisory Group is familiar
-^-rith the respective country's
supply problems. A paper on each country's supply
problems can be prepared and submitted to the I.'avy Supply
Corps School in Athens, This paper should be prepared
for the countries concerned at least once a year.
A committee, uith the instructor as a member,
should be appointed s,t the ITavy Supply Corps School to
study these papers. The objective of the study is to
determine what courses should be offered to the foreign
students based on the determined needs. The result will
be that in different classes different areas will be
stressed. One course might consist of accounting and
comptrollership; another of supply afloat or supply
ashore. This systeia will give the required flexibility
and the courses will be based on the needs and requirements
of the foreirii students.
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IV. OWE liTSTRUCT OR COxICEPT
The instructor not only selects Mt also teaches
the course to the foreign students six hours a day,
five days a week. The concept of having only one instruc-
tor to teach the foreign students is to have the foreign
students get accustomed to one person's way of speaking
and to make the instructor a specialist in teaching
foreign students. Because of the language barrier
teaching foreign students is a specialized field. The
instructor must speak slowly and ascertain on numerous
occasions that he is getting through to the students.
In addition, foreign students are not accustomed to
having a close relation with the instructor and have a
tendency to "be shy and timid. 3y having the same
instructor these characteristics are reduced to a minimum.
These advantages are offset by the great workload
imposed on the instructor, lie must teach six long hours
a day which is considered too many hours for effective
instructing. A contrast of these hours can be made Tilth
the instructors who teach American ITaval Officers at the
ilavy Supply Corps School and Professors at Universities.
All the instructors at the ilavy Supply Corps School,
with the exception of the instructor for foreign students,
teach an average of approximately twelve hours a week.
The majority of college professors teach much less.
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In addition to tlie hours, the different subject
natter covered in the foreign student course is too
diversified for one supply officer to Iznoir each field
in detail. The instructor is required to be \rell versed
in accounting, inventory control, technical supply,
supply afloat, and many other areas. Specialization is
completely lacking. The task is not impossible but it
presents a very great challenge irith many obstacles.
The success of any course depends not only on ho'vi irell
the course is presented but on the periodic improvements
that are made. How can improvements be made in such a
broad field when the instructor must devote a consider-
able length of time trying to be proficient in each
field?
A reduction in the field of knowledge required oy
the instructor and the instructing time can be accomplished
by increasing the !:;''oreign Officers Supply Course Glass
Division hj tiro additional officers. The area can
then be divided based on the specialty of each officer.
The end result i-rill be more effective instructions.
V. APPLIGATI01^I PHASE
Upon completion of the first phase of the course
at the Supply Oorps School, the foreign class goes to a
United States naval activity for the application phase.
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Tlie activities selected in the past have been Oharleston,
Newport, Jac:fcsonville, and Key -Jest. Iror three weeks
the students are exposed to all the sections of a supply-
department ashore and afloat, jjach section supervisor
explains his particular responsibilities and what his
sections does. This procedure is unsatisfactory because
it is generally a repetition of what the student has
learned in Athens, the supervisors speak too fast, and
the foreign student is not interested in every section
of the supply department.
i^iuch more could be accomplished from this phase
of the course if the area of interest was loiOT'jn for each
student. Upon completing the ilavy Supply Corps School,
the student could be sent to an activity in accordance
•vrith his interest. Por example, if the area of interest
is supply afloat, the student could be ordered to a
destroyer for a certain period of time. If the interest
lies in comptrollership, he would be ordered to an ashore
activity having a comptroller department of the size
that the student is interested. This system will be
successful because we are giving to each student what





Although existing instructions for grading include
a provision for the assignment of a numerical grade
this is seldom done, i'or all intent and purpose each
student is given a marlc of satisfactory at the comple-
tion of the course. The grading system is too easy and
destroys the motivational factor of grades. Things that
are earned easily are generally not appreciated. The
curriculum should not be prepared to fail anyone -vfno
applies himself, but different levels of accomplishment
should be recognized.
The foreign officers selected for the course at
Athens are supposed to be the cream of the crop. 3y
applying themselves, seldom will anyone not be successful
in completing the course of study. On occasion some
foreign students do not apply themselves the 7i"ay they
should and time, money, and effort are wasted by the
foreign country concerned and the United States. If a
foreign student falls into this category he should be
given an unsatisfactory mark and returned to his country.
This procedure t-illl increase the prestige of the I'oreign
Officers Supply Course Class and give more value to the
diploma that is given upon completion. In addition, the
United States i^'avy will gain more respect by establishing




Once tile foreign student has completed his course
of study in the United States he returns to his country
and whether or not there have 'oeen mutual advantages
betireen the United States and the foreign country no one
IcnoTis. An evaluation system is completely lacking.
Has the supply system of the student's country
improved? Have the objectives of the course been met?
Has the course provided improved working relations between
the foreign navy and the Military Assistance Advisory
Group? These and many other questions remain unanswered.
Only an evaluation program can furnish the answer to
these questions.
Evaluation means objective appraisal of methods
and results. At its best, it involves continuous
reference back to primary objectives to determine
how well they are being achieved. Thus, methods
selected, and even the objectives themselves, can be
modified promptly if found to be impracticable.
Clearer and specific goals obviously lend themselves
more readily to evaluation than do vague, general
goals such as "good will."
Evaluation may take many forms. It should always,
however, be continuous from the beginning of the
project until long after its completion. Self-
evaluation by the sponsoring agency is important.
Plowever, evaluation is more likely to be objective
and valid when it includes critical, expert appraisal
by persons not involved directly in the project.
Among the most important elements in evaluation
is the factor of time. Evaluative judgments derived
during and immediately following projects, particu-
larly when dependent largely upon reactions of
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sponsors and participants, are generally less valid
than those secured after a reasonable time.
Techniques enployed during and just after a pro;]ect,
such as interviews, questionnaires, letters, and
spontaneous expressions of gratitude may be important,
but are rarely enough. The lasting values of projects
can best be determined through delayed evaluation,
utilizing not only the techniques just mentioned,
but also, if possible, field interviewing and a
study of actual progress toward achieving the goals
of the project. On the other hand, too long a delay
may malce it difficult to secure data and to isolate
the specific outcomes of a project from the impact
of later experiences. 24
The ii'avy Supply jorps School is able to evaluate
the courses offered to the foreign students based on
the goals established. Only the Hilitary Assistance
Advisory Groups of the applicable foreign countries can
determine the results. Through constant evaluation of
the results the Kilitary Assistance Advisory Groups will
be in a position to offer valuable assistance to the
llavy Supply Corps School for improving the course offered
to foreign naval officers.
24Harold j]. Snyder, ^ihen People Spealc to People






In this day when great social and political
forces are awalce in all parts of the world, we tend
to forget how important the role of the individual
person can be. The complexity of international
problems obscures at times the moral, social, and
humanitarian motives which influence human behavior
and ultimately the actions of nations. If person-to-
person and group-to-group relationships are the basis
of all social development, it would seem reasonable
that by practicing, expanding, and strengthening
such relationships internationally, we increase our
ability as a free people to cope with the problems
which face us. Such relationships can also serve
to cultivate abroad a better understanding of the
genius of American democracy. 25
I. EUl^IAl^ INTEREST
Out of the 1956 All-star baseball game in the
nation's capital, came not only another historic
boxscore for the fans, but a story destined to be
told and retold wherever baseball aficionados meet
throughout the Americas, and wherever fans of
democracy live. Both the plot and the punch line
are basis to the story of Americans in voluntary
service.
?or three years young Jose worked hard and saved
his money so that he could make the plane trip from
Venezuela to l.'ashington and see the great game.
5'rom Washington Airport to Griffith Stadium didn't
take long— but try to get a ticket only a day before
the game. Even the bleacher seats on the sunny side
had been sold out months before.
On the morning of the game, Jose begged the
stadium box-office attendant for a little space
—





maybe he could help the "bat boy. I-Ioved by the boy's
eagerness, the attendant let him enter and stand in
the least conspicuous spot in the stadium—atop the
center field bleachers, beside the flagpole.
An hour before the game, bursting irith delight at
his fortune, Jose stationed himself unobtrusively
just beneath the Stars and Stripes. Prom his distant
but panoramic view of the field, he avidly watched
the stadium fill up, drank in the pregame pageantry,
and finally lost himself in the game itself.
A few days later, home again, Jose was the center
of attention, as he described in detail what Kickey
Mantle did, the speed of ";.'illie Mays, and the
performance of Latin Americans who played in the
All-star game. Inevitably he was asked, "'.«'hat
impressed you most about the States?" "j'ithout
hesitation, Jose replied:
"The -ame was even more wonderful than I expected.
But most amazing was how friendly all those Americans
were toward me, Jose from Venezuela. I thought they
wouldn't even know I was there, way out in the
cent erfield beside the flagpole. But somehow they
found out, and before the game began all those
thousands of people stood up, looked out there at
me, and sang, 'Jose Oan you see? '"26
II. MIS(
It is almost impossible to give this personal
attention that our hero, Jose, thought he had received
but we can give added recognition to our friends from
abroad, '.('e must learn to understand their way of life
just like we want them to understand our way. i-.any
people build up false impressions of the foreigner.
2^01eveland and Mangone, o^.. cit . , p. 65.
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If they do not do things our way they are backward or
uneducated. The politeness of the foreigner is sometimes
interpreted as a sign of inferiority, and unfounded
prejudice against some foreigners still exist.
i''oreigners also have their own impressions of the
United States. An officer from Latin America Tvrites of
his impression of the United States prior to his visit
as a member of the foreign Officers Supply Course Class:
The United States was an imperialistic country
and this resulted in a very high standard of living.
The main undertaking of each American was to make
money and more money. As seen through American
business man in his country, movies, newspapers, and
radios, the United States was a bad country.
III. VOLUilTASI PARTICIPATIOl^"
Government alone cannot fight to improve the
tolerance and understanding of the American people.
With so many foreigners studying and visiting in the
United States the government just does not have the
resources or the organization available to ascertain
that all foreigners are given the opportunity to be
understood and in return that they become familiar with
our country and our way of life.
In the current world situation, characterized by
groi-Ting tension, by fear of governments, by suspicion
(often carefully cultivated by propagandists) of
American motives, it is especially important that





where it is best able to function—the building of
cultural relations designed to provide direct con-
tacts on "peoples speaking to peoples" basis. Such
voluntary efforts are not subject to the same
deliberate misinterpretation as government activities
and experience has shoi-m that, when well planned and
executed, they are recognized abroad as a reflection
of true American humanitarianism. Voluntary projects
can more easily lead to close personal friendship
across international boundaries. They are needed
to promote progressive grovrth in understanding by
Americans of the ways and problems of other countries,
as well as a better understanding of us abroad. 27
IV. PURPOSE
The People-to-People program is the American
answer to international lack of understanding,
prejudice, ignorance and false ideas existing in
the world. It is not financed, managed or influenced
by government. It is wholly a voluntary and private
movement for average Americans. It is a way in which
you, whatever your age, means or ability, can work
toward building a better image of the real America
throughout the world. It is a way you, whoever or
wherever you are, can work effectively for Peace
and Understanding.
The road to peace in the world is paved with
understanding, goodwill and friendship. There is
great need abroad for a better image of America,
its hopes, ideals and way of life. This has been
distorted and misunderstood because of the march of
events and our own failure to build and establish
the true image. Since government, in a democratic
system, cannot and should not do everything, this
job is up to the people. This is the American way
and a way we understand.
^^Harold E. Snyder and George E, Beauchamp, An
Experiment in International Cultural Relations ('.Washing-
ton: America Council on Education, 1951)? PP» -^0-41,
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People-to-People is a national movement, financed
and directed entirely through private enterprise,
to establish closer ties, acceptance, friendship
and cooperation with the other people of the world.
There are thousands of ways in which this can be
done, all of them only hj people woricing irith other
people. Some of these are being utilized, many are
not. People-to-People seelis to relieve human prej-
udice and misunderstanding internationally just as
the American Red Jross fights disaster, distress
and suffering. It is built on the same foundation
and principles of compassion, concern, hope and
desire for global understanding.
The program grew out of a ifhite House conference
called by President Jiisenhower in 1956, and it has
the hearty endorsement of President John ^' , Kennedy.
They believe that there is much which governments
cannot do, but which people can, in building a
better world.
The greatest undeveloped area in the world lies
directly beneath the hats and caps which men wear.
The struggle to develop and improve the world and
the status of mahkiing has always been in the minds
of manlcind; more so than ever today. This is a
job that only people can accomplish since it is
utterly futile to expect nations to work together
unless people do so. General Eisenhower has said
this in many different ways.
There is great need in the world today for more
understanding of the United States and of the
people of this country. As citizens we have the
power and the resources to win friends all over the
world, thus correcting much of the distorted image
which prevails, Americans privately, and not through
government, can do a great deal to attack ignorance,
hunger, disease and lack of human comforts through-
out the world, and will do so when shotTn the way.
This is clear from the national concern that is
felt for the less fortunate people of the world.
There is no need to wait or to rely on government to
do this job since much of the work cannot be done
effectively by government, and the government has
called upon private individuals to help. Last
January at his inaugural. President Kennedy said,




liardsiiip ^0 assure survival and the success of
liberty." People-to-People provides a vray to
shoulder these responsibilities voluntarily and
painlessly because they would be self-imposed, and
thus satisfactory and successful.^"
The People-to-People program is not solely for
the advancement of the American way of life. It is a
mutual education in foreign cultures. Books cannot
teach what can be learned from personal relations in
face-to-face situations. The foreign national and the
American citizen are both mutually benefited. The
United States government can create situations to increase
the number of people from foreign countries visiting or
studying in the United States but the relationship
resulting from such visits between these people and the
Americans will depend on the people from each country
and not the government.
V. THE FULBRIGHT ACT
The largest international educational exchange
program in our history was launched on August 1,
19^6, when the Seventy-ninth Congress enacted Public
Law 584, the iulbright Act. vj'ith the end of ¥orld
Vfar II and the advent of nuclear w-eapons, the compel-
ling need for greater international understanding
and good will among nations could no longer be
ignored. As Sen. J. .[. i''ulbright said, "we all
icnow that no country is far away in the age of
airplanes. The necessity for increasing our
28undated Mimeographed Information Pamphlet (Kansas




understanding of others and tiieir understanding of
us has an urgency that it has never had in the past.
The adoption of this program by the Congress is a
vital counterpart to the steps we are taking to
increase our participation in world affairs."
The educational exchange program was designed to
meet this challenge on the cultural level, just as
the Karshall plan on the economic level, and later
the liorth Atlantic Treaty Organization and the
Southeast Asia Treaty Organization on political and
military levels. In terms of lessening the likeli-
hood of another war by promoting greater people-to-
people understanding, the program has been described
as the most fabulously profitable investment ever
authorized by the Congress of the United States.
Altogether, nearly 22,000 persons have been exchanged
with 28 countries at a lower cost to the American
taxpayers than 5 hours of fighting world V.ar 11.29
Although the mlbright Act has to do with civilian
foreign students it indicates the importance attached
to the mutual understanding of people from different
countries.
VI. PROG-RAM IK ATHENS
The presence of foreign officers at the United
States Navy Supply Corps School offers the surrounding
community of Athens an opportunity to participate in
the People-to-People program. Although the city of
Athens is small, the people of Athens, the U. S. Naval
Officers at the school, churches, and the University
of Georgia should be sufficient to successfully promote
the People-to-People program.
29united States Department of State, Swords Into




The L'avy Supply Corps School tries to further
the People-to-People program by soliciting as many
invitations as possible for the foreign officers. These
invitations can be for informal visits to private homes,
dinner engagements, picnics, parties, sight-seeing,
participating in the functions of social clubs and
civic organizations; and offering the foreign student
assistance that they might need with personal problems
like buying gifts for the family back home.
Activities for the foreign student are plentiful
in Athens but sometimes they lack in quality. Partici-
pation in the People-to-People program should be based
on quality, not quantity. There are occasions for
hidden motives on the part of the persons showing
hospitality that are not only apparent to the instructor
but also to the foreign students. The important element
of sincerity is lacking.
U. S. Kaval Officers in general do not support
the People-to-People program. There are exceptions to
this statement just as in everything else. There were
very few naval officers in Athens who entertained solely
for the purpose of extending hospitality for mutual
understanding. The great majority of those who entertained
the foreign officers did so because it was common know-
ledge that the Ooumianding Officer expected all officers,
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as part of tlieir official duties, to participate with.
the foreign officers in the People-to-People program.
An officer from Asia -vorites:
Reflecting on my stay in the United States I can
say that it was pleasant and a memorable one.
Although after the supply course at Athens and
Jacksonville, things were less organized and appeared
somewhat neglected. During the latter part of my
stay I felt very lonely at times, ilot having any
language difficulty, I was very eager to mix with
Americans, but this was not so easy, unless the
other party appeared receptive or interested. In
general American officers, in my opinion, do not
seem to have much interest in foreign officers.
The foreign officer becomes very popular, espe-
cially \n.th people who expect to travel abroad within
a short time. This might be a normal desire on the
part of the host to learn about the country that he will
be visiting in the very near future but even so in this
type of treatment a certain amount of sincerity is often
lacking. The foreign officer might assume, and very
often correctly, that the entertainment was done in
order for the foreign officer to reciprocate when the
host travels to the foreign officer's country.
The type of entertainment offered to the foreign
officer is on many occasions not a true representa,tion
of the way of life of the average American. Oocktail
parties are not a common everyday occurrence in an
American home. Cocktail parties must be kept to a
minimum with more emphasis upon a typical evening in an
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American iioine. The iTriter is not proposing that this
type of entertainment not be included as a means of
furthering the People-to-People program but is recommend-
ing moders-tion. There are many dangers iroherent in this
type of entertainment, J^'or example, Budhist and Koslems
do not drirJc any alcohol. An American guest or host
under the influence might become too demanding for the
officer to talce a drinlc and thereby embarrass the officer
in his belief. Another danger can be on the drinking
habits iniierent in some of our American females. The
belief of the majority of foreign officers is that a
respectable lady should not drink: any appreciable amount
of alcohol.
Many activities are too formal and lacking in the
ingredients necessary to promote mutual understanding.
The atmosphere at a formal coffee, tea, or dinner is an
example. The host or hostess does not give an oppor-
tunity for the foreign officer to be at ease. Better
results are obtained through informal gatherings than
formal affairs.
Concerning the participation of Indians in the
American way of life, a foreign trainee gathered this
observation:
American foreign policy emphasizes the promotion
of amity and understanding. '.Je spend large sums of
money abroad trying to tip the scales of international
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public opinion in our favor. Our "Information and.
Education" programs direct their efforts towards
presenting an objective picture of the United States
—
a school day in Connecticut, a farmer's life in the
vrheat-belt, a small-toi\Ta democracy in action, what
we must realize is that if the Indian students are
to try to understand Americans, they must be encour-
aged to participate rather than to observe, and to
do so in situations that are real rather than con-
trived among people who are relaxed rather than on
exhibit. 30
An officer from Asia states:
i'oreign officers do get a lot of opportunity to
meet Americans at luncheons, dinners, cocktails and
similar parties, which have been arranged previously
or solicited. Such parties are somewhat formal. All
foreign officers will agree with me if I say that
their stay in the States can be made more pleasant
and homely by meeting American families under less
informal circumstances.
Unfortimately considerable entertainment is done
by wealthy people. It stands to reason that well-to-do
individuals are in a better position to entertain than
any other strata of our society but if carried to excess
the foreign officers will not receive an accurate cross-
sectional sample of our society.
The difficulty in furthering the People-to-People
program lies in the fact that many people have no idea
of what the program is about or what type of entertainment
should be arranged for the foreign officers. Some forms
of entertainment do much to further understanding,
30i!'ellner, o^. cit . , p. 56
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others do very little. The program can be improved hj
tlie constant education of the community in the objectives
01 the People-to-People program and how it can be
accomplished. A happy medium must be reached between
the different types of entertainment and the society
strata of the people involved. Great emphasis must be
placed on the "home" aspects. In addition, U. S. naval
personnel must be educated in order for them to sincerely
see the value of the People-to-People program and increase
their participation. A selected community program is
included in the Appendix.
VII. EVALUATION 0? PROGRAI^i liJ ATHENS
In a questionnaire submitted to foreign naval
officers who had attended the Foreign Officers Supply
Course Class in Athens, one of the questions asked was,
"Vihat was your impression of the United States after
your departure?" A summary of the replies are enumerated
below and it can be seen that the great majority of them
are good but like in everything else, some are not,
a. Kindness of people and a very hospitable
country.
b. The abundance of freedom.
c. Respect for the individual.
d. A great and rich country id.th a high standard
of living.
e. Opportunity for everyone with initiative,
f
.




g. High degree of organization.
h, i^'oreign training courses should be continued
"because this will pay the United States more
dividends than any material help rendered to foreign
countries.
i. A peaceful and religious country.
;i
, Enjoyed the Americans in the United States
but cannot understand \faj Americans living in his
country act differently.
Ic. Citizens are rich by Asian standards.
1. Poverty is practically non-existent.
m. Land of millionaires and multi-millionaires,
n. American iray of life is one big round of
parties.
0. American moral code is lax.
p. It appears as a mockery for America to
champion the cause of democratic ideals and human
dignity when I:Iegroes in the United States are treated
as second class citizens and segregation practiced
in many places. It was also a shoclcing surprise
for me to see the degradation and poverty under
which ivegroes were living. I found it hard to
swallow that so much wealth should exist side by
side with such poverty. Social justice in the





The iuiportance of the instructor's position as
a representative of the United States Navy has not been
realized. This is clearly indicated by the lack of any
specialized training given to a prospective instructor.
An officer is selected in the best manner possible and
everyone hopes that he will be successful. This system
leaves much to be desired when the foreign students
receive the great majority of their impression of the
United States from the instructor.
The selection of the foreign students depends
only on his ability to master the English language.
Other more important qualifications are usually ignored.
The curriculum is prepared trithout adequs-te
planning. The requirements of the students are not
talcen into consideration. It is impossible for one
person to laiow what is required by representatives of
so many nations. In addition, there is a conflict be-
tween the technical phase of the course and the People-
to-People program. Existing instructions do not clarify
the main purpose of the course. There is no evaluation
process to help in determining if the objectives of the
course are beinp; net.

The People-to-People program many times sacrifices
quality for quantity. The point of concentration appears
to be to keep the foreign students occupied with social
engagements regardless of type. Bigness and spectacles
are the criteria in lieu of a typical representation of
the American way of life. Instead of participating, the
foreign student is observing. The people of the United
States and our naval officers must be indoctrinated into
the purpose and values of the People-to-People program.
If we are to have mutual understanding between the
nations of the world and the United States, everyone
must do his part.
In conclusion, the follotjlng salient points are
enumerated in regards to the entire i'oreign Officers
Supply Course Glass Program:
a. Greater care must be taken in the selection
of an instruct or
o
b. The instructor's qualifications in dealing
with foreign people and knowledge of a foreign language
must take priority.
c. All instructors should conclude an extensive
training program prior to assuming the responsibilities
of a foreign class.
d. The language emphasis on the selection of
foreign students should be discontinued.
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e. Tlie factors of ability to participate and
application should have top priority in the selection
of foreign students,
f. All foreign students should participate in
an orientation course before attending the United States
Eavy Supply Corps School.
g. Any orientation course could be improved by
having foreign students live with American families
while in the United States.
h. The curriculum should be prepared based on
the requirements of the students.
i. The selection of the curriculum should not
be the function of one United States naval officer.
j. The presentation of the curriculum by one
instructor is not conducive to an outstanding course for
foreign officers.
k. The application phase of three weeks at a
United States naval activity should be substituted to
the foreign student's "area of interest."
1. The grading system should not be so easy.
m. An evaluation system must be employed to
determine if the objectives of the course are being met.
n. The People-to-People program must be planned




0. Quality in lieu of quantity should be the
criterion for the People-to-People program.
p. Emphasis must be placed in our home life and
institutions instead of just showing the foreign officers
a "gay time."
q. United States ilaval officers and the American
people must be indoctrinated to sincerely participate
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The basic philosophy of all community programs
for foreign students is that there is reciprocal
value in these contacts, and that the programs offer
an excellent opportunity to both students and
families for the kind of cultural involvement irhich
is a prerequisite to increased understanding among
the peoples of the irorld. ..hether or not T-re have
learned to talce full advantage of this opportunity-
is still a debatable question,
What are these reciprocal values of which lue
spealc so often? The tangible ones are obvious: the
knowledge gained from first-hand experience; the
opportunity to satisfy one's curiosity about other
people; the chance to compare customs and folkways;
the exchange of ideas; the development on the part
of the student of a feeling of belonging; and the
personalization of our abstractions, so that "Indians
are" becomes "Kr. Singh is," and "Americans are"
becomes "Kr. Smith is."
Less tangible, but equally important, is the
development of a more mature point of view toward
those of different cultures and more than ourselves--
the recognition that respect for differences, appre-
ciation of another's scale of values, is more mean-
ingful in developing this understanding of which we
so often speak than the trite conclusion that human
beings are very much alike, despite their differences.
The responsibility and the initiative in establish-
ing a program which emphasizes positive values
rests with the i'oreign Student Adviser and the host
community, Efforts to achieve these values may
result in superficial programs if bigness, showiness,
or impressiveness dominate the aims of those directing
the community program. 31
^^Katherine C. Bang, The ii'orei>g:n Student Adviser
and Community Resources (Sew York: The national Associa-
tion of i:''oreign Student Advisers, 1959) > p. ^»
IA
A community program must be planned so that the
objectives of personal contacts and participation
can be reached. To successfully accomplish its
aims a community program should include the follomng:
^« Welcome letters . Letters should be sent to
the student in his native land, enclosing information
about the services available to him upon arrival in
the United States and in the commiUnity,
b. Kotor Corps . Volunteers who are i'd.lling to
drive their cars are essential to any program irhich
recognizes that the first fev days after the foreign
student's arrival can be most critical. It is during
this period that he is apt to feel most alone and
bewildered. To be met at train, bus, or airport by
a friendly volunteer helps enormously in taking the
edge off the strangeness,
0. Home hospitality . The welcoming of foreign
students into the homes of individuals should be
conceived as a continuous process, starting as soon
as possible after arrival, and continuing throughout
the year. Continuity is stressed for several reasons.
The foreign student is often be-^-rildered and hurt by
the superficial enthusiasm of host families \n.th
whom he has only one encounter. The Icind of relation-
ship which is mutually enriching can best be achieved
through many different kinds of shared experiences.
Informal dinner with a family, a ride into the
country on a Sunday afternoon, an invitation to
attend the theater, or a symphony concert, or a
movie, a suggestion that the foreign student accom-
pany members of the family to community activities,
PTA, Rotary, Scouts, League of iiomen Voters—all of
these are ways by which the foreign student can be
more closely drawn into the family circle.
d. i'orei^^n students as speakers and entertainers .
Probably in no other area is it so important to keep
in mind the purpose of the foreign student's coming
to this country than in developing "program services,"
of whatever nature, for community groups. One of
the danger spots which should be a matter of concern
is the exploitation of the student by groups inter-
ested in him only as "program."
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e» i''leld triT>s for r-roup s of foreign students ,
i'^ield trips and tours offer the ^'oreign Student
Adviser a nuiaber of opportunities to worlc witli
individuals and groups of widely diversified interests
in a larger geographical area than that of campus and
immediate community. This kind of arrangement"
demands careful preliminary planning, and a clear
understanding between Poreign Student Adviser,
students, and host^ groups of the allocation of
responsibilities, 32
i"« Cultural experiences . Host of the visitors
arrive with little Imowledge of the cultural interests
and resources of American and often trith a strong
conviction, as a result of previous misconceptions,
that cultural interests are largely nonexistent in
America. Outstanding art galleries, libraries,
museums, theaters, ballets, and musical events may
well be included, but it is perhaps even more
desirable to indicate the wide-spread interest in
local musical organizations, either school or com-
munity, the extent of interest in little theaters
and amateur theatrical groups, hobby groups, etc.
g. Communit?/" self-government and the Public
Servant Ooncept . In general the visitors have been
accustomed to a situation where the individual has
little sense of participation in his government even
on the local level 8-nd where the public official
tends to be regarded as a person with special priv-
ileges and authority. Experiences can be arranged
to show the community governing itself and the sense
of participation and of influence which individuals
and groups have developed. Also helpful will be
contacts with public officials that will demonstrate
our concept of the official as a public servant.
Especially helpful in this regard is the function
of the policeman in an American community and the
cooperative services which he performs for citizens
in general, and youth activities particularly.
J^« Coimnunity , ;":roup , and or/Tanization cooperation .
In general, visitors are not accustomed to the
cooperative spirit of tolerance and compromise by
^^ Ibid ., pp. 5-7.
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whicli organizations and groups ?atii widely divergent
airas manage to trorli together in solving problems of
mutual interest and concern. The Community Chest is
one good illustration and others can be found in
every community. Because visitors are quiclc to say
that this or that phase of American life is possible
only because of our wealth and resources, it \n.ll
be particularly valuable to show examples of group
or organization projects carried out by self-help
and with limited funds.
i. Schools . It is doubtful whether there is
much advantage in simply looking at American school
buildings and their facilities, but carefully
selected experiences with emphasis on discussion
methods and teacher-parent and teacher-student
cooperation can be highly valuable. The concept of
the teacher as a helper, confidante, and friend to
the students is a new and valuable one to most
visitors. They can gain much from seeing the interest
which parents take in the schools and school problems
and the influence which, through PTA's and similar
groups, the parents exert on school policies.
d • Church and religious activities . Ko st of the
visitors are surprised to discover the importance
of religious activities in American life. Particularly
new, and consequently a valuable experience, is the
part the church plays in social action and in programs
for community improvement .53
^^snyder and Beauchamp, cm. cit
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